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Abstract
Federated Edge Learning (FEL) is a distributed
Machine Learning (ML) framework for collabo-
rative training on edge devices. FEL improves
data privacy over traditional centralized ML model
training by keeping data on the devices and only
sending local model updates to a central coordi-
nator for aggregation. However, challenges still
remain in existing FEL architectures where there
is high communication overhead between edge de-
vices and the coordinator. In this paper, we present
a working prototype of blockchain-empowered and
communication-efficient FEL framework, which
enhances the security and scalability towards large-
scale implementation of FEL.

1 Introduction
With the advancement of Artificial intelligence (AI) and the
enhanced perception capabilities of the Internet of Things
(IoT), the wealth of data collected at the edge of the net-
work can be efficiently leveraged on. Traditionally, Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms require the collection and collation
of training data to a centralized server where the model train-
ing is then conducted. In a typical IoT setting, this involves
the collection of user-specific data from the individual edge
devices, which may be sensitive in nature.

In light of growing privacy concerns, a distributed ML
framework known as Federated Edge Learning (FEL) has re-
cently been proposed [McMahan et al., 2017]. In FEL, ML
model training is conducted collaboratively by the edge de-
vices. Only the local model updates, instead of raw data, are
transmitted to a central server for aggregation. Such an ap-
proach allows sensitive user data to remain on-device, there-
fore introducing an additional layer of data privacy. One such
implementation of FEL is in the development of next-word-
prediction models for Google’s Gboard [Hard et al., 2018].

Despite the benefits that existing implementations of FEL
can provide, its applications are still limited due to two crit-
ical problems. Firstly, the central server that serves to ag-
gregate the local model updates suffers from a single point
of failure, posing a security and reliability risk. If the cen-
tral server is compromised, the global model training may be

Figure 1: Overview of the System Architecture

misdirected or completely halted in the case of a system-wide
crash. Secondly, existing implementations of FEL impose
significant communication overheads during the exchange
of model updates between the edge devices and the central
server. This results in high demand for network bandwidth
which may limit the scalability of FEL [Lim et al., 2020].

To tackle these problems, we present a working prototype1

of the blockchain-empowered FEL (BFEL) framework [Kang
et al., 2020]. In BFEL (Fig. 1), communication-efficient FEL
is implemented at the edge of the network. The model param-
eters contributed by the edge devices are stored and managed
in a decentralized manner by using consortium blockchains.
The multi-blockchain system design mitigates training dis-
ruptions that may result from a single point of failure, and
enhances the security and scalability of FEL. A model trad-
ing blockchain is also developed to facilitate a marketplace
for the trading of global models (Fig. 2).

2 System Design
The system architecture (Fig. 1) gives an overview of BFEL.
The architecture has a multi-blockchain framework, in which
the FEL worker nodes and model aggregators for each task
are able to communicate with the FISCO BCOS consortium
blockchain using the FISCO Python software development
kit (SDK), and with the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) for
data storage using the IPFS Python library [Naz et al., 2019].

1Video demo: www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbzVqvIrmrE
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Figure 2: BFEL User Interface (UI)

The cross-chain platform named WeCross is used to bridge
task data communication from the model training chain to
the model trading chain. The three functions are:

1. Communication Efficient FEL: In the distributed edge
computing system, a task publisher aims to train a FEL
model. The task requirement is broadcasted to edge de-
vices with suitable data. The edge devices may then join
the FEL task as workers to collaboratively train a global
FEL model using their local datasets. To increase com-
munication efficiency, a gradient compression scheme
is introduced between each iteration of training to re-
duce the memory footprint of each localized model up-
date. The compressed model update with sparse gra-
dients are transmitted to the model training blockchain
for model update and verification. At the beginning of
each training iteration, the workers in each model train-
ing blockchain read their updates and calculates a new
global model after searching the model updates in their
task groups. Given the new global FEL model, the work-
ers perform training on their local datasets again. A
number of iterations are performed until the accuracy
desired by the task publisher is achieved. Upon com-
pletion of the FEL training, the final FEL global model
is sent to the task publisher (i.e., model owner), which
rewards the participating workers.

2. Model Training Blockchain: Instead of a traditional
central aggregating server, a blockchain serves as the
decentralized ledger to which model updates from edge
devices are uploaded, aggregated, and stored on. Each

task publisher initializes a high-performance consor-
tium blockchain-based model training blockchain us-
ing the open-source FISCO BCOS platform to man-
age model updates from its workers and model aggrega-
tor. To improve the storage performance of the training
blockchains and overcome the problem of ”state bloat”
where the size of the chain increases in an unsustainable
manner, the full global model and worker gradient up-
dates are stored in an off-chain manner using IPFS.

3. Model Trading Blockchain: The finalized ML mod-
els may be exchanged and shared among various en-
tities. For example, a map company (acting as a
task publisher) launches a traffic flow prediction task
among vehicles (workers) and sells the trained model to
other companies that have navigation demands (Fig. 2).
Each trading record will be added into the main trad-
ing blockchain supported by data input from the model
training blockchains.

3 AI and Blockchain Engine
In order to minimize the overall communication overhead
between edge devices and the model training blockchain
for each training iteration, the Deep Gradient Compression
(DGC) [Lin et al., 2017] scheme is adopted. The DGC
scheme sends only gradient updates that are larger than a
magnitude threshold through sparse updates, while accumu-
lating the rest of the gradients locally until they are large
enough to be transmitted. We improve the performance of
DGC using several techniques: (i) momentum correction, (ii)
local gradient clipping, (iii) momentum factor masking, and
(iv) warm-up training [He et al., 2019]. Momentum correc-
tion and local gradient clipping improves the local gradient
accumulation while momentum factor masking and warm-up
training reduces the staleness of delayed gradient updates. By
incorporating these techniques, we able to improve compres-
sion ratio by more than 50× without any significant loss of
accuracy.

Coupled with the DGC scheme, the model training
blockchain is implemented on the FISCO BCOS platform
to benefit from enhanced performance and privacy through
access rights controls. In order to improve the training per-
formance and reduce the total amount of data stored on the
model training blockchain, IPFS is used to store intermediary
model updates from worker nodes in an offline manner. The
content identifier hash and worker metadata for each update
are published on the blockchain via smart contracts for ref-
erence and retrieval purposes. An overview is shown in Fig.
3(a). After initialization of the global model and task parame-
ters by the task publisher, the worker nodes will download the
initial global model from IPFS and begin the iterative model
training process by repeating steps 1 - 8 as illustrated in Figs.
3(b) and 3(c).

The FISCO BCOS platform is also natively supported by
the WeCross platform, which allows direct model trading
through cross-chain communication. To allow cross-chain
communication to be possible, WeCross uses the concept of
abstraction to make a unified “language” for blockchains.
The abstract system has 4 layers: governance, transaction,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: BFEL Training Chain + IPFS System Architecture and Workflow

interaction and data layer, as shown in the Fig. 4.

Figure 4: WeCross Abstract System Architecture

The governance layer handles the overall management of
the WeCross server, including the access control and infor-
mation on the blockchain. The transaction layer enacts the
protocols for cross-chain transactions in the server. For this
framework, 2PC is used to allow corrective actions as a trans-
action that can be rolled-back after execution. 2PC also al-
lows multiple transactions to be done simultaneously.

The interaction layer handles the routing of transactions
and universal blockchain adaptation for the blockchain.
Transactions are also verified in this layer. As WeCross has
a Universal Blockchain Interface (UBI), routing is done eas-
ily by using unique identifiers such as blockchain name and
resource name to determine target location. The data layer
handles information, such as the resources in the blockchain,
the structure of the blockchain and the addressing protocol
to be used. As most blockchains have common transaction
block structure, abstract blocks can use these information to
simplify the creation of transaction blocks.

Fig. 5 illustrates the WeCross system overview of the
BFEL framework. Each router in the WeCross Server is con-
nected to a blockchain and an Account Manager server is
connected with the WeCross server for easy account manage-
ment. The users can also connect to any router and access any
blockchain from the router that they are connected to. This

Figure 5: WeCross System Overview for BFEL Framework

is possible as WeCross uses a Heterogeneous Chain Inter-
Protocol (HIP), which allows a universal access paradigm
and follows a cross-chain interaction model that controls the
routing of transactions. WeCross also has Java SDK support
which helps in developing the BFEL framework.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
The BFEL framework is a scalable implementation of dis-
tributed edge computing system which mitigates the chal-
lenges of FEL. User access is carefully managed through the
use of a consortium blockchain which keeps the training mod-
els secure and protected from privacy attacks. In addition, the
cross-chain communication in the BFEL framework allows
greater flexibility and scalability by eliminating the need to
store all the training and trading data on a single chain.
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